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Introduction The initial idea for this thesis project stems from an interest in
artists'
books. Of particular interest is theway in which the physical format
of the book can be an integral part of the artistic concept.
Artists'
books are books as art rather than books aboutartists or theirwork.
As such, they exceed the boundaries of conventional expectations.
They are about themselves, not simply passive vehicles for carrying
information. The "reader" experiences an artisfs book in much the
sameway the viewer experiences a painting, a sculpture, or a
ceramic vase. The format for carrying information is as important
in conveying the information as the text or images.
This thesis project dealswith the significance of format in a design
investigation. Its primary goal is to understand how a change in
format may influence the accessibility of information. In this project
format is defined as the physical vehicle in which information is
carried, page size and configuration, as opposed to composition.
The following hypothesis states the assumption underlying this
thesis project
A format in conventionalprintmedia is as important in
successfully conveying a message as are the textor images.
The original intent of the project was to compile and synthesize
existing research related to the thesis topic. The expected outcome
was a reference guide for designers to aid in the understanding of the
influence of format on the accessibility of information. It became clear
as the literature search progressed that very little research exists in
support of the above hypothesis. Consequently, the direction of the
project changed, and it became necessary to conduct primary
research in orderto support and extend this study.
The investigation focused on the comparison of four different
formats. The four formatswere: a poster, a sequence of single pages,
a barrel fold, and a mufti-directional fold. A series of exerciseswere
selected to explore a range of visual variables, including size, weight,
and orientation, as applied to each of the four formats. The sections
that follow describe and present the results of this research.
Project Development The firstThesis Committee meeting was on December 1 0, 1993. At
this meeting a dialogue was initiated to further explain and define the
project at hand. Deborah Beardslee, Barbara Polowy, and Audrey
Sumberg were present. Bruce Meaderwas unable to attend this
initial meeting, but therewas a follow up meeting on December 14,
1993 between Bruce Meader and Audrey Sumberg.
Prior to the meeting, a preliminaryThesis Plan (Appendix 2)was
distributed to each committee member. R. Roger Remington assisted
in the development of the plan during Fall Quarter 1993. Included in
the plan are: a situation analysis, problem statement, mission
statement, project goals, objectives, processes and strategies,
pragmatic considerations, time/implementation plan, dissemination,
evaluation plan, bibliography, glossary of terms, and appendix. It
provided an outline forthe proposed project. The proposal was used
at the initial meeting to introduce and discuss project goals, and to
determine possible areas to research. It also gave each of the
committee members a general idea of the direction of the project
and allowed them to determine how their individual expertise could
best be utilized.
Deborah Beardslee and Barbara Polowy made several suggestions
about possible areas to research. Since the main interest of the
thesis is to determine the influence of format on the accessibility
of information, they suggested reviewing and assessing existing
methods for presenting information. Possible sources included
William Owen's ModernMagazine Design, Edward Tufte's
Envisioning Information and The VisualDisplay ofQuantitative
Information, and Richard SaulWurman's InformationAnxiety.
They also recommended investigating exhibit and display design,
specifically concentrating on the physical passage and viewing
experiences one encounterswithin an exhibit. Other possible
areas to investigatewere the similarities between children's books
and
artists'books, andwestern versus non-western presentations
of information.
Deborah Beardslee provided several other useful documents,
including a manual on papermaking and printing, a book byAldren
AWatson entitled HandBookbinding:AManual ofInstruction, and
another book entitled Sequence (con)Sequence: (sub)Versions of
Photography in the 80s edited by Julia Ballerini.
On December 14, 1993, Bruce Meader and Audrey Sumberg met
to discusswhat had taken place at the previous meeting. Bruce
Meader gave further input on the project He recommended looking
into thework ofMichael Twyman of the University of Reading in
England. He also suggested looking at Information Design Journal
and a book by Allison Black entitled Typefaces ForDesktop
Publishing, A User's Guide.
At the conclusion of these two meetings research for the thesis
project commenced with a literature search. The objectives of this
phase of the projectwere:
To identify different approaches toward formatting and
sequencing information and the theories underlying
these approaches.
To chronicle major breakthroughs in the presentation of
information and the individuals responsible for them.
To organize and synthesize existing relevant research.
Preliminary Research Preliminary research focused on identifying existing formats for
presenting information. Initially,
artists'bookswere the main focus.
Timewas spent examining
artists'books at theVisual Studies
Workshop of Rochester,Writers and Books, and in the archives of the
Wallace Library. Individual book artists, such as Claire Van Vliet,were
studied. In addition, articles and books on the creation of
artists'books
and the particular artistswho create them were consulted. A collection
of bookswhich supported the hypothesis of the thesiswas started.
Included in this collection were several artists'books produced at the
Visual StudiesWorkshop, the trilogy of Griffin and Sabine by Nick
Bantock, pop-up books for children, a reproduction of a book from the
Janus Press, and several books dealing specificallywith the creation
of
artists' books.While the actual artists'books demonstrated the
influence of format on accessing information, no information on
the theory underlying this approach was found.
The next step in the research process involved investigating
different aspects of book design. Included in this researchwas an
investigation of pre-existing and experimental physical formats,
paper, and binding styles.
The Significance ofFormat
Physical formatswere investigated. Existing formatswere studied
aswell as new, experimental formats. Prototype models were
created. These models represented formats ranging from existing
formats, such as a gate fold, to unique formats investigating a
variety of different shapes, sizes, folds, and cuts.
Poster Sequence BarrelFold Multi-
ofSingle Directional
Pages Fold
The Sign'rficance ofPaper Selection:
Research focused on the function of paper in design, qualities and
characteristics of paper, and how to choose an appropriate paper.
The research sought to answer the following question: Is paper just
a vehicle for the message or can the stock itself become part of the
message? The following conclusions about the relevance of paper to
message making are outcomes of the research:
The use of recycled paper can signify support for conserving
the natural materials in our environment
Paper physically carries the printed message, and it must
relate appropriately to the content It can also contribute
to the mood of a particular piece of visual communication.
It is capable of overwhelming or seducing the viewer.
Paper can bewarm and inviting, cold, bright or subdued.
It has the ability to enchant or excite the viewer. It must
evoke a positive response and appeal to the hand and the
eye of the viewer.
The Significance ofBinding Style:
Different binding optionswere studied. Among the bindings
investigatedwere mechanical binding, perfect binding, saddle
stitching, and smyth sewing.
Mechanical binding involves using plastic binding, wire binding,
clasps, prongs, screw posts or rings to hold pages together. Plastic
binding, also called comb binding, is the best option when pages
need to lie flatwhen the book is open. Mechanical binding is a quick
and inexpensiveway to bind a small quantity of booklets.
The perfect bindingwas developed to answer the need for high-
volume, mufti-sectioned work, ft is primarily used for magazines
and catalogues. In this process, pre-folded sections are collated
and gathered on top of one another, the folded edges are milled
off to form a straight edge, and a hinged pre-formed board cover
is glued on to form a spine. Paperback books are a good example
of perfect bound books.
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Saddle stitching is a process of stitching signatures togetherwith
wire thatwhen attached, appears as small stapleswhich bind the
coverwith all the pages. This method of binding is appropriate for
smaller publications and quick turnaround projects.
Smyth sewing involves sewing the pages of each signature together.
Then all the signatures are sewn together to form a book. This binding
is very strong and allows the book to open and lie fairly flat
The following are conclusions from the study of bindings:
? Bindings that enable reading materials to lie flatwhen
opened make it easier to access the information.
Saddle stitching and perfect bindings are prone to
deterioratewith use. Deterioration may result in the
pages becoming detached from the rest of the book
which could destroy the sequence of pages.
At the conclusion of the preliminary research, the committee decided
to change the focus of the thesis project The limited information
available to support the thesis hypothesis led to the conclusion that
original research was required. The remaining 6weeks of Spring
Quarter 1994 focused on developing a project thatwould break
new ground and directly test the hypothesis of the thesis.Wrth the
assistance of Deborah Beardslee and Bruce Meader a thorough
and detailed plan which outlined the premise of the project and its
implementation was developed (Appendix 3).
Primary Research The first step in setting up the primary research forthis project was
to establish appropriate parameters. The key decisions involved:
Selecting an overall topic to be communicated.
Identifying potential physical formats.
Selecting relevant text and imagery.
Determining a constant set of formal attributes
to apply to the variable physical formats.
Developing a series of ideation exercises.
Selecting an audience to evaluate the results.
Vocabulary:
A vocabularywas developed to discuss the project Severalwords
were defined, including format, accessibility, affordance, constraint,
variable, and constant
- Formatthe physical vehicle for carrying information.
Accessibility: the easewith which information can be received.
- Affordance:what is being offered or provided by a
particular format
Constraint a limitation or set of parameters.
Variable: an elementwhich can change, such as size,
weight, shape, color, tone, position, and orientation.
Constant an elementwhich stays the same.
Format:
The primary focus for this thesis study became the investigation of
format. In orderto enable clear comparisons, itwas decided that the
format itselfwould vary, while the content, text and images, and other
design decisions, such as typeface, would remain constant
Initially, the investigation focused on the comparison of five different
physical formats. These five formatswould be compared with respect
to their ability to facilitate the access of information. These formats,
ranging from simple to complex,were: a poster, a sequence of
single pages, a barrel fold, a multi-directional fold, and an on-screen
interactive HyperCard stack. One format the interactive HyperCard
stack,was dropped from consideration as the project progressed,
because the computer formatwas incongruouswith the other four
formats. The simplest format a poster, requires virtually no hands-
on interaction by the viewer. As the formats become more complex,
they demand more physical contact The number of folds in the
format aswell as the direction of the folds influence the complexity
of physical handling. The most complex format explored in this
study is a mufti-directional fold.
Content
The content selected for the thesis application specifically dealswith
facts and descriptions related to the sun. Two factors influenced the
content decision: a lifelong interest in astronomy and a desire to
develop a format that might stimulate children to learn more easily
than traditional learning formats.
Basic facts, processes and images related to the sun were chosen:
its place in the universe, composition, structure, sunspots, solar
prominences, and solar eclipses (Appendix 4& 5). These facts
about the sunwere chosen, because they are part of a child's first
introduction to the sun in elementary school.
FormalAttributes:
A constant set of formal attributes (Appendix 6) were identified that
would be applied to each format. The formal attributes are:
A constant panel size.
A typographic unft grid w'rth two columns and six grid fields.
The needs of the content determined the attributes of the grid.
The text set in the typeface Univers, 10 pointwith 11 points
leading (linespacing).
Audience:
Sixth grade students became the target audience for this material.
Astronomy is first introduced to elementary school students at
this grade level. Members of this age group present a challenge
to designers and educators, because two-dimensional printed
materials compete with the electronic media with which children
are so often involved.
Ideation Exercises:
A series of exercises (Appendix 7) were selected to explore a range of
visual variables, including size, weight, and orientation, as they apply
to the four formats. Each exercise was applied to each of the four
formats. The exercise examining size as a variable approached the
text and imagery elements in threeways: text dominance, image
dominance, and an equal emphasis between text and images. The
exercises examining typeweight as a variable applied a bolder stroke
weight to headings, sub-headings, and keywords. The exercise
examining orientation as a variable changed the panel orientation
from a vertical to a horizontal orientation.
Therewere three other exercises in the original outline: the effect
of color, the relative positioning of text and images, and the tonal
manipulation of text and images. As the research progressed, it
was decided to narrow the scope to three variables: size, weight
and orientation.
Evaluation:
ftwas decided that an evaluation of the project (Appendix 9)would
take place in a sixth grade classroom. Sixth grade studentswith no
formal education on the sun would be introduced to this topic through
the use of each of the four different formats. The intended outcomes of
this exercise were:
To identify the formatmost successful in enabling students
to access information about the sun.
To test the outcomes of the ideation exercises applied to
the four formats.
Implementation The implementation of the applied project began Winter Quarter
1994-1995. The project outline developed the previous spring was
reviewed by the committee forthoroughness and clarity. The textwas
reviewed with Doris Sherman, a retired elementary school teacher, to
determine if the reading levelwas appropriate to the target audience
of sixth grade students. She confirmed that the reading level and the
information covered were appropriate to this age group. After these
detailswere established, the exercises were started.
Exercise 1: Size as a Variable
Exercise 1 examines size as a variable. The point sizes of the text
and the overall dimensions of the images are manipulated in three
variations: text dominant, image dominant, and equal emphasis
between text and image. When text is the dominant element "it
plays the primary role in carrying the message. By increasing the
space between lines of type, it occupies more space than images
in the format. The importance of imagery diminishes. The reverse
occurswhen an image is the dominant element. It delivers the
message, relegating text to a less important role. The third variation
of this exercise balances the emphasis between text and image.
When text and images balance each other, both play an equal role
in delivering the message.
Exercise 2: Weightas a Variable
Exercise 2 examines weight as a variable. By applying a bolder
strokeweight the reader's attention may be drawn to particular
text elements. Headlines in bold type indicate the beginning of a
new section. Bold type may also indicate important keywords or
concepts to the reader. Finally, bold captions draw attention to
information outside the main text
Exercise 3: Orientation as a Variable
Exercise 3examines orientation as a variable. In this exercise the panels
change direction from a vertical to a horizontal orientation. The purpose
of this exercise is to determine if changing the orientation will affect the
reader's ability to access the information. Does a change in orientation
make the format easier or more difficult to read, hold, or fold out?
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Research Summary Upon completion, the results of each exercisewere summarized
through a comparison of the formats. The objectives of the
comparison were:
To identify the advantages and disadvantages of:
Text dominant compositions
- Image dominant compositions
- Compositionswhich include an equal emphasis
on text and image
- Changes in orientation
- Changes in stroke weight of type
To determine the format or formats most successful in
allowing the viewerto access the information about the sun.
To assess the validity of the thesis hypothesis: A format in
conventional printmedia is as important in successfully
conveying a message as are the text or images.
Text Dominant Solutions
When text is emphasized over image elements, the accessibility
of the information in all four formats is lessened.
Disadvantages:
In the poster, text potentially constrains theway space can be used.
A large amount of text competes for spacewithin a fixed format This
can cause the space to become static, because it limits the interaction
between the images and text Images do not receive enough
emphasis, and the perceived amount of text becomes somewhat
overwhelming to the viewer.
In the second format, a sequence of single unbound pages, the text
flows from one page to another.When this happens, the functionality
of the format and the sequence of the information is diminished. The
format is designed so each page can stand alone to deliver a specific
message, and as a group the pages maywork together to deliver a
collective message.When information is distributed over a sequence
of pages, each page can no longer stand alone. Once this happens.
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the sequence of the individual pages becomes an issue. If the
pages get out of order, or if one page is lost, the ability to access
the information becomes more difficult.
When text is the dominant element in the barrel fold and the multi
directional fold, the images lose their power to support the text,
and the space becomes static. This limits the interaction between
images and text Additionally, the perceived amount of text may
overwhelm the viewer.
Advantages:
There are some limited advantages to emphasizing text in the
formats.When text is the dominant element in the poster, it identifies
the subject matter. Text dominance focuses the viewer's attention
on the content emphasizing "its importance. This is also true in the
sequence of single pages. In the barrel fold and the mufti-directional
fold, the text easily flows from one page to another and the sequence
of the information remains clear.
Image Dominant Solutions
When images dominate, all of the formats present the information
more effectively than when text dominates. This is particularly true
for the sequence of single pages.
Disadvantages:
Images have the potential to compete with one another in the
poster, barrel fold and multi-directional fold. De-emphasizing text
in these formats places the burden of delivering the message on
the images, which by themselves are incomplete. The user could
become confused. The organization of the material may be unclear,
leaving the viewer uncertain aboutwhere to look first In an effort to
avoid this problem, a hierarchy of emphasis is needed. This can be
accomplished by controlling the size of the images, clustering them,
or varying their style.
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Advantages:
There are several advantages to placing the main emphasis on the
imagery. The images are large enough to activate the edges of the
space, creating a dynamic use of it. The interaction between the
images and the text also contributes to the dynamic use of space.
In addition, the images attract the viewer's attention, deliver an
overall message, and project their importance.
Equal Emphasis Solutions
When equal emphasis is give to text and images, all four formats
work most effectively to present the information.
Advantages:
Text and imageswork together to:
Deliver an integrated message
Attract the viewer's attention
Use the maximum potential of the format
The use of space is dynamic. Images activate the space by bleeding
off the page. They promote a sense of looking in on a small view
of something much larger. The sequence of information is clear.
The importance of each element text and images, is maximized.
Despite these advantages, there is a downside to equal emphasis.
The designer relinquishes some control to the viewers by giving
them the opportunity to choosewhich element to focus on first
text or imagery.
A comparison of the formatswhere the size of the text and images
are varied led to a conclusion that the selected formats are most
successful in presenting text and imageswhen equal emphasis is
given to both.
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Solutions Involving a Change in StrokeWeight
Additional stroke weightwas added to the same keywords in all four
formats. The information is more accessiblewithweight than with
out ft Adding weight guides the viewer to keywords within the main
text It divides the subjectmatter into sections, and draws attention to
information outside of the main text such as image captions. One
drawback of additional stroke weight may be the tendency of the
viewerto concentrate on the emphasized words and overlook the
other text components.
Solutions Involving a Change in Orientation
Changing the orientation of the panel from vertical to horizontal
resulted in the conclusion that the four formats are most successful
in presenting the information when the panel orientation is
horizontal. The text and images interactwith one another more
cohesively in the available space. The shapes and proportions of
the text and imagery, in this study, lent themselves more naturally
to a horizontal orientation.
The horizontal orientation facilitates better access to the information.
In all formats, the text is easy to read and the images activate the
space, by bleeding off the page and creating a dynamic use of space.
For the sequence of single pages and the mufti-directional fold, the
information on the back cover is easy to access. In the barrel fold,
the sequence of the information is clear. There is a continuity of
text and an effective interaction between images.
A matrix summarizing the research findings can be found in
Appendix 8.
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Thesis Exhibition The thesis application was exhibited in the first of three thesis
shows in the spring of 1995. The show ran from March 13-29,
with the opening reception on Friday, March 17.
The exhibition of this thesis project included a project summary,
a matrix, and an example of each of the four formats the project
investigates (Appendix 10).
The project summary detailed the project ft explained to the general
publicwhere the initial interest for the project originated, the goal of
the projectwhat it examined, andwhat it hoped to discover. The
concept of formatwas introduced and defined. Finally, the summary
explained the development and purpose of the set of exercises used
to determine the influence of format on the accessibility of information.
The matrix compared the exercises, ft showed the advantages and
disadvantages of each unique formatwithout the addition of text and
imagery; and then the advantages and disadvantages of each format
when each exercise is applied. The matrix facilitated understanding of
all the exercises.
Due to limited gallery space, only the most successful outcomes from
the ideation exercise processwent on display. The formats on display
incorporated:
Horizontal panel orientation.
Equal emphasis between text and images.
Bold strokeweight emphasizing headings, sub-headings,
and keywords.
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Evaluation Procedures The evaluation for this projectwas implemented to identify the
format thatmost successfully enables students to access information
about the sun. The evaluation was conducted as a focus group. A
focus group allows for an exchange of ideas among participants
in the group. Instead of having the group as awhole evaluate the
formats, participantswere organized in smaller groups to evaluate
the formats. This modificationwas intended to prevent a "group
think"
phenomenon likely to occur among youngsterswho worry
aboutwhat their friends may think of them.
Initial contactwas madewith Kelly Fallon, an art teacher at
The Harley School, on March 27, 1995. Shewas very receptive
to the idea and thought itwould be a good experience for her
students to be exposed to someone with a formal education in
graphic design. She felt the studentswould be able to offer
thoughtful feedback on the project A second meeting with Mrs.
Fallon took place on April 24, 1995. At this meeting, the thesis
projectwas further explained and the evaluation procedurewas
discussed. She made several recommendations, including defining
words such as format accessibility, text, and images, aswell as
ways to handle the students if they seemed to be getting out of
control. The actual evaluation took place with the sixth grade art
students on April 26 and 27, 1995.
Therewere a total of fourteen students in the art class. At the
recommendation ofMrs. Fallon theywere divided into two groups
of seven students each. She thought more well-rounded responses
would be achieved if theywere divided. At this age, one dominant
personality in the group can influence other student opinions. Each
group met for forty-five minutes.
Amoderator's guidewas developed for use during the discussion
among the students (Appendix 9.1). The studentswere given a brief
introduction to graphic design, introduced to the concept of format
and shown several applied examples of formats. Each of the four
formats developed for the thesis projectwas presented and briefly
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explained. The term accessibilitywas introduced and defined.
Studentswere told that theywould help determine which of the
formats made the information about the sun most accessible.
In each group therewere three teams, two teams of two students,
and one team of three. Each teamwas given a copy of each format
and a series of questions to answer (Appendix 9.2). Theywere
instructed to carefully examine each of the four formats before
answering any of the questions.
After each team completed the questionnaire a discussion took place.
Theywere asked, team by team, which format they selected as their
favorite, and what they liked about that format. They also were asked
which format they thoughtmade the information most accessible,
andwhy that might be so. Finally, theywere asked which format they
didn't like, andwhat they didn't like about it.
The experience of the evaluation process was very positive. The
first groupwas very thoughtful and articulate. Theywere able to
express their opinions very clearly and made several suggestions.
The second groupwas not as outspoken as the first. They had
difficulty verbalizing what they liked and disliked, butwith a little
bit of encouragement theywere able to participate effectively in
the evaluation.
The two most preferred formatswere the sequence of single pages
and the poster. All the students in one group chose the sequence of
single pages as the format theywould most like to use to learn about
the sun. All but one student in the second group ranked the poster
as their number one choice for learning about the sun.While they
disagreed aboutwhich format to rank number one, they did agree
that both these formatswere easiest to use, most comfortable to
use, and most effective in accessing the information about the sun.
A summary of the evaluations completed by the students can be
found in Appendix 9.3.
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When asked to explain the reason behind their opinions, the students
said the following about the sequence of single pages:
"Flexible."
"Can choose which order to read in."
"Can seethe relationship between them because you can
put them all out in front of you atonce."
"Easy to read."
"Can concentrate on one thing at a
time."
"Can look at certain parts without being distracted by
other
things."
Comments about the poster included:
"Easy to
read."
"Can see it at long
distances."
"Catches your eye."
"Don't have to flip the pages. Ifsall in front ofyou."
"Has lots of pictureswhich makes youwant to find out
what 'rfs about"
"Don't have to unfold orturn things around."
"Know immediatelywhat "rfs
about"
"Can see all the information at once. You know how to
use a
poster."
The least preferred formatswere the barrel fold and the mufti-
directional fold. A majority in both groups agreed that thesewere
hardest to use, least comfortable to use, and the least effective in
accessing the information about the sun. The following comments
about the barrel fold explain the students attitudes toward this format
"Can't get all the information in front ofyou."
"Have to flip it overtoo much to find the information."
"Hard to hold, awkward to use."
They had the following to say about the mufti-directional fold.
"Cool, but confusing. It can take away from the information,
because you get too involved with unfolding
"it."
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"Too solid paragraphswhen you open it up. That's
overwhelming."
"Confusing whichway it opened."
"No clear order on how to read it"
"All overthe place."
"Too confusing if you want to take notes about it for a
project"
"Hard to hold."
"Format becomes more important than the information."
"Gives you an escape, but could end up being distracting if
you have a short attention span."
The results of the students'evaluations cleariy suggest that format
plays a role in accessing information. They also suggest that
simplicity and ease of use are desirable attributes of particular
formats. Students emphasized flexibility in their comments about
the sequence of single pages. This format's flexibility seems to
facilitate its use. Familiaritywith a format is another contributor
to accessing information. Students recognized this in the poster.
While barrel folds and multi-directional folds may be interesting
formats, they fail to aid in accessing information. The user has to
expend too much effort figuring out how to unfold the format to
uncover the content
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Conclusion This investigation of the influence of format on the accessibility of
information suggests that the hypothesis posed at the beginning of the
thesis project can be supported. Clearly, more research involving other
print media formats would be the next step in the process to prove
conclusively that a format in conventional print media is as important
in successfully conveying a message as are the text or images.
However, findings from the ideation exercises combined with the
external evaluation of the formats by students in the elementary
school system point to several preliminary conclusions:
Format should facilitate access to information. Complicated
formats are barriers to understanding.
Simplicity is a key factor in ease of use. The students'
selection of and comments regarding the poster and the
sequence of single pages support this conclusion.
Flexibility can be an advantage in accessing information.
With the sequence of single pages, the possibility of
being able to focus on distinct sections of the information
may be increased.
Familiarity attracts the user. Students most frequently
selected the poster as the most comfortable to use. They
knew immediately how to access the information using this
format
20
Glossary Accessibility the ease with which information
can be received or obtained.
Affordance what is being offered or
provided.
Articulate to express inwords; the ability
to express one's ideas clearly.
Constant an elementwhich stays the
same.
Constraints
Dynamic
a limitation or parameter.
producing or involving change
or action.
Effective producing the intended or
expected results; efficient
Evaluate to find or determine the amount
worth, value; to assess.
Font all the characters and
punctuation marks of one
size and style in one typeface
design.
Format the physical vehicle for carrying
information.
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Grid a network of horizontal and
vertical guidelines used as
underlying structure for
solving visual problems.
HyperCard authoring software for
the Macintosh platform by
Apple, which is used to create
interactive media documents.
Image a likeness or representation
of a physical object such as
a person, animal, orthing;
photographed, painted, or
otherwise made visible.
Matrix a horizontal and vertical
plotting field for comparing
two or more variants.
Objective something one is trying to
achieve or reach; a goal.
Process a systematic series of actions
directed to some defined end.
Prototype a scale model assembled for the
purpose of study and testing.
Sequence the following of one thing
after another in an ordered
or continuousway.
Success a favorable or desired outcome
of something attempted.
22
Text thewording of something
written or printed; the main
body in a manuscript
Variable an elementwhich can change.
Weight the comparative thickness of the
strokes of letters.
23
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Compare and contrast the different
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size this research.
Given a list of methods and theo
ries behind formatting and
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method and theory into its key
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Set up a grid for comparing key
components of each method.
Highlight differences/similarities.
List methods in rank order rela
tive to their success.
To create a format to interpret
findings to an intended audience.
Given the research, the user will
be be able to use the information
as a reference tool.
Compile research into a book, or
a series of posters.
Given the application of the pro
ject, the user will be able to exam
ine the effect of different methods
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and how they can interact and
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contents.
Develop new methods of format
ting and sequencing information.
Enhance already existing meth
ods of formatting and sequencing
information.
Compare and contrast the differ
ent effects of the differentmethods.
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To eva/uatethis project and modi
fy accordingly.
Given the project, the user will be
able to measure attitudes toward
the project.
Conduct in depth personal
interviews with graphic design
professionals.
Given new methods of format
ting and sequencing information,
the user will be able to measure
the effectiveness of these new
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Ask intended audience to rate
effectiveness of new methods on
various criteria.
Given the project, the user will be Survey intended audience to
able to predict the success of the determine interest level.
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This thesis will explore the significance of format in a design investigation. It will determine the
influence of format on the accessibility of information. A successful format will enable the user to
receive the message as it is intended.
Formats:
Five different formats, the medium for carrying information, will be explored. These formats,
ranging from simple to complex are: a poster, single pages contained in a folder, a barrel fold, a
multi-directional fold, and a computer-interactive HyperCard stack The most simple format, a
poster, will require little or no hands-on physical interaction on the part of the viewer. As the for
mats become more complex, they demand more physical contact. Complexity is determined by
the number of folds in the format, as well as the direction of the folds. The most complex format
will be an interactive HyperCard stack. The attributes of each format will be evaluated based on
the following: what each physically affords, offers, or provides; what is the value, or benefit of
each format; what are constraints, limitations, or parameters of each format. Formats will be con
sidered a variable element.
Exercises:
A series of exercises will be developed to test a range of visual variable (size, weight, color, tone,
position, and orientation). These exercises will be applied to a constant content, consisting of text
and images, within each of the formats. A typographic unit grid will be determined based on the
needs of the content.
Analysis and Evaluation:
A matrix will be developed to aid in the comparison of these layouts. This initial analysis will
determine the success and limitations of each format. An evaluation process will be implemented
to rate strong and weak aspects of the exercises based on the accessibility of the information.
Each format will be modified according to feedback from the initial evaluation.
Content:
The content to be included in each layout is of an informative nature. The subject matter will be
astronomy, specifically facts and descriptions related to the topic of the Sun. Different aspects of
the Sun will be covered, including its place in the Universe, composition, structure, sunspots,
solar prominences, and solar eclipses. Astronomy is first taught in school to students in grades 5
or 6, therefore this age group has been selected as the intended audience for this project.
Analyze the effectiveness of a variety of different formats
Variables
Format
Choose 5 different formats. The formats will range from simple to complex The
degree of complexitywill be determined by the amount of physical interaction required
by the viewer. They will be developed in order to maintain a systematic relationship
between each format. This systematic approach will establish several constants for
each format. These constant elements will include the number of panels within each
format and the size of each individual panel.
Simple 1) Poster
This format is normally displayed in a public area, having to
compete with its surroundings (which may include other
printed materials).
The physical interaction of the viewer is minimal, the main
interaction is visual. Viewing distance will be the most variable
in this format, because a close hands on interaction is not
required.
2) Unbound pages contained in a folder
This format requires the viewerto physically
handle the format In order to view the con
tents you must remove the pages from the
folder. Once removed the viewer can reorder
the pages. This piece can be hand held or it
can be displayed, as a group, on a wall.
Viewing distance will vary depending on how
the format is used. It will range from 10-20
inches to several feet
3) Barrel fold
t
Complex
4) Multi-directional fold
This format requires the viewerto physically
handle the format The panels unfold in one
direction to reveal the information within.
This piece would be hand held, therefore the
viewing distancewould range from 10 to 20
inches.
This format requires the viewerto physically
handle the format The panels unfold both
horizontally and vertically to reveal the infor
mation within. This piece would be hand held,
therefore the viewing distancewould range
from 10 to 20 inches.
5) Interactive computer document (HyperCard stack)
The nature of this format requires a great deal of interaction. A
basic knowledge of the computer is necessary. To access this
format the viewer must initiate the process by turning on the
computer and opening the document. The document is
arranged according to interconnections determined by the
designer, a wayfinding system. The wayfinding system allows
the format to be more flexible, and gives the viewer several
options in perusing the information. The viewing distance for
this formatwould be approximately 20 inches.
Analyze the attributes of each format
Determine what the format physically affords
Determine the potential value of each format
Determine the constraints of each format
Constants
Establish the content to be used in each of the formats
?Manuscript-Informative
The Sun-Solar System
Eclipses
Solar prominences
Structure of the Sun
Sunspots
Text
Headline
Subheads
Main text
Subsection text
Captions
Images
Photographs
Illustrations
?Diagrams
Tables/charts
Icons
Establish a constant set of formal attributes to use in each of the formats.
Typographic unit grid-determined based on the needs of the content
Font-Univers
Size
Styles
Leading
Column width
Bullets-Rules
Synthesis ofVariables & Constants (exercises)
Formulate a series of exercises in which to apply the constant elements (outlined above) to the
5 different formats. Each of these exercises will be carried through for each of the five formats
Exercise 1:
Size: Manipulate size of text and images
1a) Text dominant
1b) Image dominant
1c) Text-image even emphasis
1d) Primary element(s) dominant
1e) Secondary element(s) dominant
Exercise 2:
Orientation: Change panel orientation
Exercise 3:
Weight: Manipulate weight of text
3a) Headlines
3b) Maintext
3c) Captions
3d) Subheads
3e) Subtext
Exercise 4:
Color: Highlight important information
4a) Headlines
4b) Subheads
4c) Keywords
Exercise 5:
Positioning of text and images
5a) All text first
5b) All images first
5c) Integration of text and image
Exercise 6:
Tone: Manipulate tone of text and images
Exercise
2
3
4
5
6
format
1
format
2
format
3
format
4
format
5
ANALYSIS & EVALUATION
Analyze the results of the exercises based on original hypothesis
Set up a grid for comparing the results of each exercise
Highlight differences/similarities
List methods in rank order relative to their success
Evaluate this project
Rate effectiveness of exercises based on the accessibility of the information
Identify design professionals to be interviewed
Identify intended audience (5th or 6th grade students) to be interviewed
Develop research instruments to collect feedback on the success of the project
Setup and conduct interviews relative to the project
Summarize the findings of the interviews
Modify project based on feedback from evaluations
Organize and synthesize the results of the exercises
Discover interrelationships and patterns
Compile results into an appropriate format for thesis application and documentation
Write thesis document
Final evaluation of project
Measure response of the general public
Develop a short survey to accompany application during thesis exhibit
Semiotic triad
Semantic aspects
Syntactic aspects
Pragmatic aspects
Collect surveys
Summarize and quantify data
Complete thesis document
MANUSCRIPT
Headline:
The Sun: Our Local Star
Main Text:
The Sun is the center of the the Solar System, and by far its most important element The Solar System began
about 4.6 billion years ago,when a cloud of interstellar dust and gas collapsed. The central part of the cloud
collapsed to form the Sun, and the planets condensed in orbits around it The Solar System consists of the
Sun, nine planets, over 60 moons, thousands of asteroids, and unknown numbers of icy lumps,which become
visible as cometswhen they approach the Sun. The Sun itself is 750 times as massive as the rest of the system
combined. Since ft is so massive ft has enormous gravitational pull,which keeps the Solar System together
and controls the movement of the planets.
The Sun is our local star. It is a relatively typical star among approximately 100 billion stars in ourMilkyWay
galaxy, ft is a ball of gas, composed of 90 percent hydrogen, 9 percent helium, and 1 percent of all other ele
ments such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen, oxygen, silicon, and iron. Its energy is produced by nuclear fusion
reactions taking place in the hydrogen gas in the Sun's core. A fantastic amount ofenergy pours out into
space, not only as light and heat (infrared rays), but also as many other kinds of radiation, such as gamma rays.
X-rays, ultraviolet rays, and radiowaves. Every second more than 4million tons ofmatter are converted into
energy . The Sun has enough fuel to continue to shine for another 5 billion years.
Sub-section
The Structure of the Sun:
There is constant activity inside and on the surface of the Sun. Energy generated in the Sun's core
flows out through the radiative zone and into the convective zone. Here, hot gas rises to the sur
face, gives out energy, then sinks down to be heated again. The part of the Sun that you see is an
extremely thin layer called the photosphere. Above this is the Sun's atmosphere, which you can
not see. The outer part of the atmosphere is called the corona and this stretches far into space.
The temperature of the Sun ranges from 11,000F, at the photosphere, to about 27,000,000F at the
core.
Sunspots:
Dark patches on the photosphere are called sunspots. They are areas of intense magnetic activity
and look dark because they are about 3500T cooler than their surroundings. They usually appear
in groups of two large and several smaller spots and may be visible for a few hours to several
weeks. The number of sunspots on the Sun is not constant, but varies over a cycle of about 1 1
years. The last period of maximum sunspot activitywas 1991, so the next will be 2002.
Solar Eclipse:
An eclipse of the Sun occurs because of a strange astronomical coincidence. The Sun is four hun
dred times farther away from the Earth than the Moon, but its diameter is four hundred times
greater than that of the Moon. The consequence of this is that both Sun and Moon appear much
the same size in the Earth sky. From time to time, as the Moon travels in orbit around the Earth, it
lines up exactlywith the Sun and the Earth. When it comes between them, it blots out the Sun's
light and casts a shadow on the Earth. Then we have an eclipse of the Sun, or a solar eclipse.
Solar Prominences:
A huge tongue of incandescent gas shoots out from the Sun's surface more than 300,000 miles. It
is one of the spectacular solar prominences witnessed in 1973 during the Skylab mission. Solar
prominences are surges of glowing gas rising from the surface of the Sun. The largest appear as
huge arches that last for several hours before collapsing back. Prominences follow lines of mag
netic force.
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Appendix 4 Text Developments
Headline
The Sun: Our Local Star
Developed and Designed by Audrey Sumberg
Main Text
The Sun is the center of the the Solar System and, by far, its most
important element The Solar System began about 4.6 billion years
ago,when a cloud of interstellar dust and gas collapsed. The central
part of the cloud collapsed to form the Sun, and the planets
condensed in orbits around it The Solar System consists of the Sun,
nine planets, over 60 moons, thousands of asteroids, and unknown
numbers of icy lumps, which become visible as cometswhen they
approach the Sun. The Sun itself is 750 times as massive as the rest
of the system combined. Since it is so huge, it has enormous
gravitational pull, which keeps the Solar System together and
controls the movement of the planets. It is the power station for the
Earth and the other planets, providing them with their light and heat
The Sun is about 93 million miles away from the Earth, and "rts light
takes eight minutes to reach us. Although the Earth receives barely
1/2000 millionth of the total energy of the Sun, it is enough to warm
the planet and provide all the energy for plant and animal life.
The Sun is our local star, ft is a relatively typical star among
approximately 100 billion stars in our MilkyWay galaxy. It is a ball of
gaswhich is nearly 900,000 miles wide. This ball of gas is composed
of 90 percent hydrogen, 9 percent helium, and 1 percent of all other
elements such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen, oxygen, silicon, and iron.
Its energy is produced by nuclear fusion reactions. These reactions
are taking place in the hydrogen gas in the Sun's core. The
temperature at the core is about 27 million F. Here, the atoms that
make up its main gas, hydrogen, have so much energy that they
break apart, coming together again as helium gas. During this
reaction a fantastic amount of energy pours out into space. This
energy is in the form of light and heat (infrared rays) aswell as many
other kinds of radiation, such as gamma rays. X-rays, ultraviolet rays,
and radiowaves. Every second more than 4 million tons ofmatter
are converted into energy. The Sun has enough fuel to continue to
shine for another 5 billion years.
Sub-sections
The Structure of the Sun
Corona: The outer atmosphere of the Sun. ft extends for several
million miles into space, ft is made up of very thin gas, forced into a
fan shape or streamers by the Sun's magnetism.
Chromosphere: Lower part of the Sun's atmosphere, about 1,200
miles thick. It is a thin layer of gaseswhere temperatures are about
8000F.
Photosphere: The light-emitting surface layer of the Sun. Here, the
temperature is about 1 1,000F.
Convective zone: The outer part of the Sun, in which hot gas rises to
the surface, gives out energy, then sinks down to be heated again.
Radiative zone: A radiative zone of hot gases surrounding the core.
They transmit radiation part of theway from the core to the surface.
Core: Energy generated bymeans of nuclear reactions that convert
hydrogen into helium. The temperature at the core of the Sun rises to
an incredible 27,000,000F.
Sunspots
Dark patches on the photosphere, the visible surface of the Sun, are
called sunspots. They are areas of intense magnetic activity that look
dark. They look dark, because they are about 3500F cooler than the
temperature of their surroundings. They usually appear in groups of
two large and several smaller spots and may be visible for a few hours
to several weeks. The number of sunspots on the Sun does not stay
the same, but varies over a cycle of about 1 1 years. The last period of
maximum sunspot activitywas 1991, so the nextwill be 2002.
SolarEclipse
An eclipse of the Sun occurs because of a strange astronomical
coincidence. The Sun is four hundred times farther away from the
Earth than the Moon, but its diameter is four hundred times greater
than that of the Moon. The result of this is that both Sun and Moon
appearmuch the same size in the Earth's sky.
From time to time, as the Moon travels in orbit around the Earth, it
lines up exactlywith the Sun and the Earth. When ft comes between
them, ft blots out the Sun's light and casts a shadow on the Earth.
Then we have an eclipse of the Sun,which is called a solar eclipse.
The eclipse can only be seen from the places covered by the shadow.
The shadow is made up of two parts, a dark inner shadow called the
umbra and a fainter outer shadow, the penumbra.
There are three types of solar eclipse, a total eclipse, a partial eclipse,
and an annular eclipse. During a total eclipse the moon totally covers
the Sun, and it can only be seen from placeswithin the umbra. The
diameter of the umbra is usually about 90 mileswide. Beyond this
strip a partial eclipse is seen. If the Moon's penumbra crosses Earth,
instead of the umbra, only a partial eclipse is seen. An annular eclipse
happenswhen the Moon is at its greatest distance from Earth and
appears too small to cover the Sun completely, ft cannot quite cover
the Sun, even if they line up exactly. A ring of Sun is visible all round
the edge of the Moon, so the corona can be seen.
Solar Prominences
A solar prominence is a surge of glowing gas rising from the surface
of the Sun up into the corona. The largest appear as huge arches that
last for several hours before collapsing back. A huge tongue of
incandescent gas can shoot out from the Sun's surface more than
300,000 miles. They can erupt into space at speeds of more than 2
million miles per hour. Sometimes material is thrown up so fast that ft
escapes from the Sun altogether. A smaller short-lived prominence is
called a spicule. The photograph above shows a spectacular solar
prominencewitnessed in 1973 during the Skylab mission.
Captions
This photograph shows a gigantic prominence. Itwas photographed
by an ultraviolet telescope aboard Skylab as it lifted off the Sun in
December of 1973.
This false-color picture shows the Sun's corona, its outer atmosphere
of rarified gases that extends for millions of miles in all directions.
The Sun is the blacked-out disk in the center. This picturewas taken
in 1973 during the Skylab project
Resources
Other Sources
Astronomy: The Cosmic Journey. William K. Hartman. 1982. 2d ed.
Belmont Wadsworth Publishing, Inc.
The Illustrated World of Space, lain Nicolson. 1991. New York: Simon
& Schuster Books forYoung Children.
A Meeting With the Universe. Bevan M.French, and Stephen P.
Maran, eds. 1981.Washington: National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
The Star Guide. Robin Kerrod. 1993. New York Prentice Hall General
Reference.
Stars and Planets. Christopher Maynard. 1991. London: Usborne
Publishing Ltd.
Starwatching. David H. Levy. 1994. With an introduction by Robert
Burnham. Berkley: The Nature Company.
Visual Factfinder Stars and Planets. James Muirden. 1993. NewYork
Kingfisher Books.
The Young Astronomer. Sheila Snowden. 1989. Edited by Lynn
Myring. Tulsa: EDC Publishing.
Appendix 5 Image Selections
Front Cover:
Orbit of the planets around
the sun.
Back Cover:
Graphic of the sun.
Main Text
This false-color picture shows
the Sun's corona, "its outer
atmosphere of rarified gases
that extends for millions ofmiles
in all directions. The Sun is the
blacked-out disk in the center.
This pictureswas taken in 1973
during the Skylab project
Main Text
This photograph shows a
gigantic prominence. Itwas
photographed by an ultraviolet
telescope aboard Skylab as ft
lifted off the sun in December
of 1973.
Sub-section:
Solar Prominence.
Sub-Section:
Structure of the sun.
Sub-section:
Solar Eclipse.
Sub-section:
Sunspots.
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The Sun is the center of the the Solar System, and by far its most
important element. The Solar System began about 4.6 billion years ago,
when a cloud of interstellar dust and gas collapsed. The central part of the
cloud collapsed to form the Sun, and the planets condensed in orbits
around it. The Solar System consists of the Sun, nine planets, over 60
moons, thousands of asteroids, and unknown numbers of icy lumps,
which become visible as cometswhen they approach the Sun. The Sun
itselfis 750 times as massive as the rest of the system combined. Since it is
so huge it has enormous gravitational pull, which keeps the Solar System
together and controls the movement of the planets. It is the power station
for the Earth and the other planets, providing them with with their light
and heat The Sun is about 93 million miles away from the Earth and its
light takes eight minutes to reach us. Although the Earth receives barely
1/2000 millionth of the total energy of the Sun it is enough towarm the
planet and provide all the energy for plant and animal life.
^>
Right: This false-colorpicture shows
the Sun 's corona, its outer atmosphere
ofrarified gases that extends formillions
ofmiles in all directions. The Sun is the
blacked-out disk in the center. This
pictures was taken in 1973 during the
Skylab project.
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Above: This photograph shows a gigantic
prominence. Itwasphotographed by an
ultraviolet telescope aboard Skylab as it
lifted offthe sun in December of 1973.
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The Sun is our local star. It is a relatively typical star among approximately
100 billion stars in our MilkyWay galaxy. It is a ball of gaswhich is nearly
900,000 mileswide. This ball of gas is composed of 90 percent hydrogen, 9
percent helium, and 1 percent of all other elements such as carbon dioxide,
nitrogen, oxygen, silicon, and iron. Its energy is produced by nuclear fusion
reactions. These reactions are taking place in the hydrogen gas in the Sun's
core. The temperature at the core is about 27 million F. Here, the atoms
that make up its main gas, hydrogen, have so much energy that they break
apart, coming together again as helium gas. During this reaction a fantastic
amount of energy pours out into space. This energy is in the form of light
and heat (infrared rays), aswell as many other kinds of radiation, such as
gamma rays. X-rays, ultraviolet rays, and radio waves. Every second more
than 4 million tons of matter are converted into energy . The Sun has
enough fuel to continue to shine for another 5 billion years.
^>
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Solar Prominence
A solar prominence is a
surge of glowing gas rising from
the surface of the Sun up into the
corona. The largest appear as huge
arches that last several hours
before collapsing back. A huge
tongue of incandescent gas can
shoot out from the Sun's surface
more than 300,000 miles. They can
erupt into space at speeds of more
than 2 million miles per hour.
Sometimes material is thrown up
so fast that it escapes from the sun
altogether. A smaller short-lived
prominence is called a spicule.
The photograph below shows a
spectacular solar prominence
witnessed in 1973 during the
Skylab mission.
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The Structure of the Sun
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Corona The outer atmosphere
of the Sun. It extends for several
million miles into space. It is made
up of very thin gas, forced into a
fan shape or streamers by the
Sun's magnetism.
Chromosphere Lower part of
the Sun's atmosphere, about
1,200 mi. thick. It is a thin layer of
gases where temperatures are
about 8000F
Radiative zone Surrounding
the core is a radiative zone of hot
gases. They transmit radiation
part of theway from the core to
the surface.
Core Energy is generated in the
Sun's core bymeans of nuclear
reactions that convert hydrogen
into helium. The temperature at
the core of the Sun rises to an
incredible 27,000,000F.
^>
PhotOSphere The light-
emitting surface layer of the Sun.
Here, the temperature is about
11,000F.
Convective zone The outer
part of the Sun, in which hot gas
rises to the surface, gives out
energy, then sinks down to be
heated again.
Corona
Chromosphere
Photosphere
Connective zone
Radiative zone
Core
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Solar Eclipse
An eclipse of the Sun occurs
because of a strange astronomical
coincidence. The Sun is four
hundred times farther away from
the Earth than the Moon, but its
diameter is four hundred times
greater than that of the Moon. The
result of this is that both Sun and
Moon appear much the same size
in the Earth's sky.
From time to time, as the Moon
travels in orbit around the Earth, it
lines up exactlywith the Sun and
the Earth. When it comes between
them, it blots out the Sun's light
and casts a shadow on the Earth.
Then we have an eclipse of the
Sun,which is called a solar
eclipse. The eclipse can only be
seen from the places covered by
the shadow. The shadow is made
up of two parts, a dark comes
between them, it blots out the
Sun's light and casts a shadow on
the Earth. Thenwe have an eclipse
of the Sun, which is called a solar
eclipse. The eclipse can only be
seen from the places covered
Sun
Earth
by the shadow. The shadow is
made up of two parts, a dark inner
shadow called the umbra and a
fainter outer shadow, the
penumbra.
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Sunspots
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There are three types of solar
eclipse, a total eclipse, a partial
eclipse, and an annular eclipse.
During a total eclipse the moon
totally covers the Sun, and can
only be seen from placeswithin
the umbra. The diameter of the
umbra is usually about 90 miles
wide. Beyond this strip a partial
eclipse is seen. If the Moon's
penumbra crosses Earth, instead
of the umbra, only a partial eclipse
is seen. An annular eclipse
happenswhen the Moon is at its
greatest distance from Earth and
appears too small to cover the Sun
completely. It cannot quite cover
the Sun, even if they line up
exactly. A ring of Sun is visible all
round the edge of the Moon, so
the corona cannot be seen.
DarkpMghes
on the
photosphere!
the visible surface
'.. *yy>>yy-><M-'yy.
of the Sun, are called
sunspots. They are areas of
intense magnetic activity that look
dark. They look dark because they
are about 3500T cooler than the
temperature of their surroundings.
They usually appear in groups of
two large and several smaller spots
and may be visible for a few hours
to several weeks. The number of
sunspots on the Sun does not stay
the same, but varies over a cycle of
about 1 1 years. The last period of
maximum sunspot activitywas
1991, so the nextwill be 2002.
^>
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This Page: This false-colorpicture shows
the Sun'scorona, its outer atmosphere of
rarifiedgases that extends formillions of
miles in all directions. The Sun is the
blacked-out disk in the center. This pictures
was taken in 1973 during the Skylab project.
Opposite Page: This photograph shows a
gigantic prominence. Itwas photographed
by an ultraviolet telescope aboardSkylab as
it lifted off the sun in Decemberof 1973.
The Sun is the center of the the Solar
System, and by far its most important
element. The Solar System began
about 4.6 billion years ago,when a
cloud of interstellar dust and gas
collapsed. The central part of the
cloud collapsed to form the Sun,
and the planets condensed in orbits
around it. The Solar System consists
of the Sun, nine planets, over 60
moons, thousands of asteroids, and
unknown numbers of icy lumps,
which become visible as comets
when they approach the Sun. The
Sun "itself is 750 times as massive as
the rest of the system combined.
Since it is so huge it has enormous
gravitational pull, which keeps the
Solar System together and controls
the movement of the planets. It is the
power station for the Earth and the
other planets, providing them with
with their light and heat. The Sun is
about 93 million miles away from the
Earth and its light takes eight minutes
to reach us. Although the Earth
receives barely 1/2000 millionth of the
total energy of the Sun it is enough to
warm the planet and provide all the
energy for plant and animal life.
^>
The Sun is our local star. It is a
relatively typical star among
approximately 100 billion stars in
our MilkyWay galaxy. It is a ball
of gas which is nearly 900,000
mileswide. This ball of gas is
composed of 90 percent hydrogen,
9 percent helium, and 1 percent of
all other elements such as carbon
dioxide, nitrogen, oxygen, silicon,
and iron. Its energy is produced
by nuclear fusion reactions. These
reactions are taking place in the
hydrogen gas in the Sun's core.
The temperature at the core is
about 27 million F. Here, the
atoms that make up its main gas,
hydrogen, have so much energy
that they break apart, coming
together again as helium gas.
During this reaction a fantastic
amount of energy pours out into
space. This energy is in the form
of light and heat (infrared rays),
as well as many other kinds of
radiation, such as gamma rays.
X-rays, ultraviolet rays, and radio
waves. Every second more than 4
million tons ofmatter are converted
into energy. The Sun has enough
fuel to continue to shine for another
5 billion years.
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Solar Prominence
A solarprominence is a surge of
glowing gas rising from the
surface of the Sun up into the
corona. The largest appear as
huge arches that last several
hours before collapsing back. A
huge tongue of incandescent gas
can shoot out from the Sun's
surface more than 300,000 miles.
They can erupt into space at
speeds of more than 2 million
miles per hour. Sometimes
material is thrown up so fast that
ft escapes from the sun altogether.
A smaller short-lived prominence
is called a spicule. The photograph
above shows a spectacular solar
prominence witnessed in 1973
during the Skylab mission.
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The Structure of the Sun
Corona The outer atmosphere
of the Sun. It extends for several
million miles into space. It is
made up of very thin gas, forced
into a fan shape or streamers by
the Sun's magnetism.
Chromosphere Lower part of
the Sun's atmosphere, about
1,200 mi. thick. It is a thin layer of
gaseswhere temperatures are
about 8000F.
Corona
<y-
Photosphere The light-emitting
surface layer of the Sun. Here, the
temperature is about 1 1,000F.
Convective zone The outer part of
the Sun, in which hot gas rises to
the surface, gives out energy, then
sinks down to be heated again.
Radiative zone Surrounding the
core is a radiative zone of hot
gases. They transmit radiation
part of theway from the core to
the surface.
Core Energy is generated in the
Sun's core by means of nuclear
reactions that convert hydrogen
into helium. The temperature at
the core of the Sun rises to an
incredible 27,000,000F.
Chromosphere
Photosphere
--,
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Convective zone
Radiative zone
Core
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Solar Eclipse
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An eclipse of the Sun occurs
because of a strange astronomical
coincidence. The Sun is four
hundred times farther away from
the Earth than the Moon, but its
diameter is four hundred times
greater than that of the Moon.
The result of this is that both Sun
and Moon appear much the same
size in the Earth's sky.
From time to time, as the Moon
travels in orbit around the Earth, it
lines up exactlywith the Sun and
the Earth. When it comes between
them, it blots out the Sun's light
and casts a shadow on the Earth.
Then we have an eclipse of the
Sun, which is called a solar eclipse.
The eclipse can only be seen
from the places covered by the
shadow. The shadow is made up
of two parts, a dark inner shadow
called the umbra and a fainter
outer shadow, the penumbra.
There are three types of solar
eclipse, a total eclipse, a partial
eclipse, and an annular eclipse.
During a total eclipse the moon
totally covers the Sun, and can
only be seen from placeswithin
the umbra. The diameter of the
umbra is usually about 90 miles
wide. Beyond this strip a partial
eclipse is seen. If the Moon's
penumbra crosses Earth, instead
of the umbra, only a partial
eclipse is seen. An annular eclipse
happenswhen the Moon is at its
greatest distance from Earth and
appears too small to cover the
Sun completely. It cannot quite
cover the Sun, even if they line up
exactly. A ring of Sun is visible all
round the edge of the Moon, so
the corona cannot be seen.
Sun
^>
Moon
Earth
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Sunspots
Dark patches on the photosphere,
the visible surface of the Sun, are
called sunspots. They are areas of
intense magnetic activity that look
dark. They look dark because they
are about 3500T cooler than the
temperature of their surroundings.
They usually appear in groups of
two large and several smaller spots-
and may be visible for a few hours
to several weeks. The number of
sunspots on the Sun does not
stay the same, but varies over
a cycle of about 1 1 yea rs. The
last period of maximum
sunspot activitywas 1991,
so the next will be 2002.
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The Sun is the center of the the
Solar System, and by far its
most important element The
Solar System began about 4.6
billion years ago,when a cloud of
interstellar dust and gas collapsed.
The central part of the cloud
collapsed to form the Sun, and
the planets condensed in orbits
around it. The Solar System
consists of the Sun, nine planets,
over 60 moons, thousands of
asteroids, and unknown numbers
of icy lumps, which become
visible as cometswhen they
approach the Sun. The Sun itself
is 750 times as massive as the rest
of the system combined. Since
it is so huge it has enormous
gravitational pull, which keeps
the Solar System together and
controls the movement of the
planets. It is the power station for
the Earth and the other planets,
providing them with with their
light and heat. The Sun is about
93 million miles away from the
Earth and its light takes eight
minutes to reach us. Although
the Earth receives barely 1/2000
millionth of the total energy of
the Sun it is enough to warm the
planet and provide all the energy
for plant and animal life.
^>
Right: This false-colorpicture shows
the Sun's corona, its outer atmosphere
ofrarifiedgases that extends formillions
ofmiles in all directions. The Sun is the
blacked-out disk in the center. This pictures
was taken in 1973 during the Skylab project.
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O The Sun is our local star. It is a relatively typical star
among approximately 100 billion stars in our Milky
Way galaxy. It is a ball of gaswhich is nearly 900,000
mileswide. This ball of gas is composed of 90 percent
hydrogen, 9 percent helium, and 1 percent of all other
elements such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen, oxygen,
silicon, and iron. Its energy is produced by nuclear
fusion reactions. These reactions are taking place in
the hydrogen gas in the Sun's core. The temperature
at the core is about 27 million F. Here, the atoms
that make up its main gas, hydrogen, have so much
energy that they break apart, coming together again
as helium gas. During this reaction a fantastic amount
of energy pours out into space. This energy is in the
form of light and heat (infrared rays), as well as many
other kinds of radiation, such as gamma rays, X-rays,
ultraviolet rays, and radiowaves. Every second more
than 4 million tons of matter are converted into energy.
The Sun has enough fuel to continue to shine for
another 5 billion years.
Left: Thisphotograph
shows a gigantic
prominence. Itwas
photographed by an
ultraviolet telescope
aboardSkylab as it
lifted off the sun in
December of 1973.
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Solar Prominence
A solarprominence is a surge of
glowing gas rising from the
surface of the Sun up into the
corona. The largest appear as
huge arches that last several
hours before collapsing back. A
huge tongue of incandescent gas
can shoot out from the Sun's
surface more than 300,000 miles.
They can erupt into space at
speeds of more than 2 million
miles per hour. Sometimes
material is thrown up so fast that
it escapes from the sun altogether.
A smaller short-lived prominence
is called a spicule. The photograph
above shows a spectacular solar
prominencewitnessed in 1973
during the Skylab mission.
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The Structure of the Sun
Corona The outer atmosphere
of the Sun. It extends for several
million miles into space. It is
made up of very thin gas, forced
into a fan shape or streamers by
the Sun's magnetism.
Chromosphere Lower part of
the Sun's atmosphere, about
1,200 mi. thick. It is a thin layer of
gases where temperatures are
about 8000F.
Corona
-&
Photosphere The light-emitting
surface layer of the Sun. Here, the
temperature is about 1 1,000F.
Convective zone The outer part of
the Sun, in which hot gas rises to
the surface, gives out energy, then
sinks down to be heated again.
Radiative zone Surrounding the
core is a radiative zone of hot
gases. They transmit radiation
part of theway from the core to
the surface.
Core Energy is generated in the
Sun's core by means of nuclear
reactions that convert hydrogen
into helium. The temperature at
the core of the Sun rises to an
incredible 27,000,000F.
Chromosphere
<>
Conveetfve zone
Radiative zone
Core
<>
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Solar Eclipse
^>
An eclipse of the Sun occurs
because of a strange astronomical
coincidence. The Sun is four
hundred times farther away from
the Earth than the Moon, but its
diameter is four hundred times
greater than that of the Moon. The
result of this is that both Sun and
Moon appear much the same size in
the Earth's sky.
From time to time, as the Moon
travels in orbit around the Earth, it
lines up exactlywith the Sun and
the Earth. When it comes between
them, it blots out the Sun's light and
casts a shadow on the Earth. Then
we have an eclipse of the Sun,
which is called a solar eclipse. The
eclipse can only be seen from the
places covered by the shadow.
The shadow is made up of two
parts, a dark inner shadow called
the umbra and a fainter outer
shadow, the penumbra.
There are three types of solar
eclipse, a total eclipse, a partial
eclipse, and an annular eclipse.
During a total eclipse the moon
totally covers the Sun, and can only
be seen from placeswithin the
umbra. The diameter of the umbra
is usually about 90 miles wide.
Beyond this strip a partial eclipse is
seen. If the Moon's penumbra
crosses Earth, instead of the umbra,
only a partial eclipse is seen. An
annular eclipse happenswhen the
Moon is at its greatest distance from
Earth and appears too small to
cover the Sun completely. It cannot
quite cover the Sun, even if they line
up exactly. A ring of Sun is visible
all round the edge of the Moon, so
the corona cannot be seen.
Sun
^>
Moon
Earth
^>
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Sunspots
Darkpatches on the
photosphere, the visible surface of
the Sun, are called Sunspots.
They are areas of intense magnetic
activity that look dark. They look
dark because they are about 3500T
cooler than the temperature of their
surroundings. They usually appear
in groups of two large and several
smaller spots and may be visible
for a few hours to several weeks.
The number of sunspots on the
Sun does not stay the same, but
varies over a cycle of about 1 1
years. The last period ofmaximum
sunspot activitywas 1991, so the
next will be 2002.
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The Sun Our Local Star
Thv S.i >'.'v- irti, ofChethi Solar System mid t\
Cir. lismoS rmportart etoTtwt TJ-. S.V.r S4.o begun
about 46 anion y^rars ego. when a cloud 0rInm^jjh:<:
o\ra and gas collapsed The ..mm' part otthocioud
cotlapsod to form the Sun mid the piantrO. condensed
In orbits around rt_ The Solar System consists of the Sun
nine planets, over 80moons, thousands of asteroids.
and unknown numbers of Icy lumps, which become
visible as comas when they approach the Sun, The
Sun itseir is 750 times as massive as the rest ofthe
system combined Since It Is so huge. K has enormous
gravitational pufJ, which keeps the Solar System together
and controls the movement ofthe planets, ft Is the power
station (or the Earth and the other planets, provldlr^
themwith their light and heat. The Sun Is about 93
million mDes away from the Earth, and Its light takes
eightminutes to reach us. Although the Earth receives
barery 1/2000millionth of the total energy of the Sun, It
Is enough to warm the planet and provide all the energy
ror plant and animal life.
The Sun Isour local star.lt Is a reiattvory typical star
among approximately 100 billion stars In our Milky
Way galaxy. R Is a bad of gas which Is naarty 900,000
mileswlda This baD of gas Is composed of 90 percent
hydrogen, 9 percent helium, and 1 percent of all other
elements such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen, oxygen,
slDcon, and iron. Its energy Is produced ty nuclear
fusion reactions. These reactions are taking place In the
hydrogen gas in the Sun's core The temperature at the
core Is about 27 mUlon T. Here, the atoms thatmake
up Itsmain gas, hydrogen, have so rmEti energy that
they break apart, coming together again as helium gas.
During this reaction a fantastic amount of energy pours
out Into space. This energy Is In the form of light and
heat (Infrared rays) aswell as many other kinds of
radatlon. such as gamma rays. X-rays, ultraviolet rays.
and radio waves. Every soxmd more than 4 million tone
ofmatter are converted Into energy. The Sun has enough Jot* vj
fuel to continue to sfine for another 5 billon years - tr cm* 1 djnng frm 5*yflb prrj)*c
f^!mmmmmm The Structure of the Sun
ChromosRrwr*
'&&#&ffiffi%$
Corona: The outer atmosphere of the Sun. It extends for several million
miles Into space. It Ismade if) of very thin gas, forced IrVo a fan shape
or streamers ty theSin'sma^ietlsm.
Chromoaphatraz Lowar part ofthe Sun's atmosphere, about 1.200miles
thick. It Is a thin layer of gases where temperatures are about 8000T
Phototphmac The light -emitting surface layer ofthe Sun. Here, the
temperature is about 11,WOT.
Comracttvm zonae The outer part of the Sun, In which hoi gas rises to
the surface, gives out energy, then sinks down to be heated again.
fU<MaW zonae A radiative zone of hoi gases surrounding the cora
They transmit radiation part oftheway from thecore to the surface.
Cora: Energy generated by means of nuclear reactions that convert
hydrogen Into helium. The temperature at thecoreof the Sun rises to an
Incredible 27.000.000T.
Dtviiiopod and Dodgjiod By Audrty Sumborg
Solar Eclipse
An edlpse ofthoSuhouCtxt.
because of a strangeHdronnmJcal
coincidence. TJvi Sun Is four
hundred times farther aruav r>nn
the Earth that)On;Moon, tin it
dameta' Is foil- hundred ttn-iA
greater than lhal of theMoon.
The result ofthls Is that both
Sun andMoon appearmuch the
same size In the Earth's sky.
From time to time, as the Moon
travels In orbit around (he Earth.
It lines up exactlywith the Sun
and theEarth. When it comes
between Hiom, It Hots oul Iho
Sun's light and casts a shadow
on the Earth. Thenwe have an
edlpse of the Sin, which is
called a solar eclipse. The eriipw
can only be soar from tho places
covo-ed by the shadow The
shadow Ismadeup of two pacts.
a dark inner shadowcalled the
umbra and a felnter outer
shadow, the panumta*
There are three types of solar
eclipse, a total ecflpse. a n..ti i
eclipse, and an ymy eflips*.
During a ratal wftErtviriprnoott
totally covers theSon wrjft con ''
only be seen from places wtlhfci
the umbra. The diameter ofthe
umbra Is usually about 90 dim
wide Beyond this mi a partial
*cfpris seen. IftheMoon's
penumbra crosses Earth, Instead
of the umbra, only a partial
eclipse Is seen. An anrntm
ectpaa happenswhen the
MooMsflgraaiofit distance
from earth and mi "<m . too small
to cower ttw Sin <iiii|J<t.rv It
ukhdI qrjtle covet IheSun, even
Kthey lineup exactly A ring of
Sun is vip|t*li round the eage
ortheMotyi, sottwcowia
canMtert.
Solar Prominence
A toitr prorrdnmca\t z surge of glowing
gas rising from the surface of the Sun up Into
the corona. The largest appear as huge arches
that last for several hours beforecollapsing
back. A huge tongue or Incandescent gas can
shoot out from the Sun's surface more than
300,000miles. They can erupt rnto space al
speeds ofmare than 2million miles per hoi#
Sometimes materiel Is thrown i so fast that
It escapes from the Sun altogether A smaller
short-lived prominence Is called a apicuia The
photograph above shows a spectacular mlai
prominencewitnessed In 1973 during the
Skylabmission.
Other Sources
Aatronomr- n Cotm/c Joum#y William K. J4*4$i&:<tMi&
Beimont Wadsworth Publlshlna inc.
7h# llluwtratmd Htortd of Spa** ir... Mortwa *.*owMcfc SrW*.*J1>t-Btu*X
for Young Children.
Amalting HHh thm Urnvma* BowmMMraWw^RM^'*^W
Washington: Manor*! AerorauttoiitxtSfAWKfftto&titxy,
Th* Star Gufd. Rnh.i Kern* 1991 NtfWWfk: rY^vH^SrW^.A^yy.,,
rfHm'dT!^mt*^entt^M***rtL "^r^WH*|<^VW ft***Burnham. Borkloy ThoNHtiicdii.rt^rtfty v.;..::: '.;;-/' -.:-:-;y\\ ;.:;.
St-rwcr,fna Cvld K Levy Tm.^*t#mXt)&l **&*&#*** $*&. ft*
pjaturoCompany
Sunspots
OanX patchet on the photosphere,
thevlslbie surface ofthe Sua are
called aunapota. They are areas of
Intensemagnetic actMty thai look
dark. They look dBrk, LwoauEsthey
arndbuut i500Tr .j-it.s tii.H.iru:
tewooQitoitqt-$*ft-t*ft<t<F>iit*ftl :
: ^<sriWWitrw!s^.(
*U.n^beviHr*W*tWh<x>jW :
'':':':
:'W!t>H^fxvWsti'i>:::
:^H;ay.(he;.;::::
*^v *Ww,bW /ajlovt*
Tr^r^rrfrtwdn)ght
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Appendix 9 Evaluation Summary
9.1 Moderators Guide
9.2 Questionnaire
9.3 Summary of Responses
Guide for Evaluation
Introduction
information about the focus group process
- Group participation
- Share ideas with the group/ ask questions
- When we use the tape recorder, I need to ask you to talk one at a time
- No wrong answers, just tell me what you think. You don't have to all agree.
- Just relax this should be fun
Agenda
- Explain who I am, and what I do. Simple explanation of graphic design.
- Group introductions- please introduce yourselves.
- During this session I would like you to help me figure out if my projectworks. Since the subject
matter I have been working with is written for people your age, I thought itwould be helpful to have
your opinions on my project
- 1 have been investigating format (Have some real life examples to show as samples). (Define
format). I have been looking at four different formats:
The first format is a poster (show).
The second format is a sequence of single pages (show).
The third format is called a barrel fold (show). >
The fourth format is a multi-directional fold (show).
What I want to learn is how different formats might influence the accessibility of the information.
Accessibility means how easily you can access, or get to the information.
Since I want to learn if the format makes any difference in how you get to the information, I put the
same same information, words and pictures, into each of these four formats.
The subject I have been working with is the Sun. There are facts and descriptions related to the Sun.
Different aspects ofthe Sun are covered: its place in the universe, composition, structure, sunspots,
solar prominences, and solar eclipses.
- Directions to teams
I would like to break you into teams of two.
Each team will be given there own copy of each of the formats, except the poster. The posterwill
be up here.
I want each team to answer the same questions.
You should look at each ofthe formats carefully before you answer the questions.
Take a few minutes to look at each one, and see how they all work. Make sure you come and look
at the poster, because you will need to look at it in order to answer the questions I'm handing out
Before you begin does any on have any questions?
Discussion
- Ask each team which format they picked as their favorite.
What do you like about it?
- Ask each team which format makes the information most accessible
How does it help make the information accessible?
- Ask each team which format they didn't like.
What don't you like about it?
Thank you for your help.
ApPendix9 Evaluation Summary
9.1 Moderators Guide
9.2 Questionnaire
9.3 Summary of Responses
Harley School Evaluation
1. Which format is the easiest to use? (check one)
Il/Poster
rn Sequence of Single Pages
7 Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
2. Which format is the hardest to use? (check one)
Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
1/Barrel Fold
|7| Multi-Directional Fold
3. Which format do you feel most comfortable using? (check one)
EZJ Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
Z Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
4. Which format do you feel least comfortable using? (check one)
Poster
[ | Sequence of Single Pages
Z\ Barrel Fold
0 Multi-Directional Fold
5. Which format makes the information about the sun most accessible? (check one)
~\ Poster
W\ Sequence of Single Pages
? Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
6. Which format makes the information about the sun least accessible? (check one)
Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
?/Barrel Fold
0 Multi-Directional Fold
7. Now that you have looked at all four formats I'd like you to rank them. Put a number 1
next to the format you would like to use the most to learn about the sun, a number 2 next
to the one you would like to use second most and so forth.
Poster
[Tl Sequence of Single Pages
[3 Barrel Fold
Gfl Multi-Directional Fold
Harley School Evaluation
1. Which format is the easiest to use? (check one)
G Poster
Hi Sequence of Single Pages
? Barrel Fold
CH Multi-Directional Fold
2. Which format is the hardest to use? (check one)
[
] c *o-
x"7" lYW^Of* MOt> li'k* +Kc
I Sequence of Single Pages
~
? Barrel Fold p<Uk<rte /orm,+ *|5 t^JWr
B Multi-Directional Fold -H^^ ^ ( nfTO ?**.+ > ^*
3. Which format do you feel most comfortable using? (check one)
Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
? Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
4. Which format do you feel least comfortable using? (check one)
? Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
? Barrel Fold
13 Multi-Directional Fold
5. Which format makes the information about the sun most accessible? (check one)
? Multi-Directional Fold y ^VW^W
S:S,er
..._,
TV VA.re
otj-.
Sequence of Single Pages b, w
'
? Barrel Fold .*&"
?**?*
. l wAf
6. Which format makes the information about the sun least accessible? (check one)
H Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
? Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
7. Now that you have looked at all four formats I'd like you to rank them. Put a number 1
next to the format you would like to use the most to learn about the sun, a number 2 next
to the one you would like to use second most and so forth.
"Z f}{ Poster
\ rj*] Sequence of Single Pages
,/*" W \ ^
j{| Barrel Fold ^ \
Ufg] Multi-Directional Fold K 0 g\
' rtf uyy^
Harley School Evaluation
1. Which format is the easiest to use? (check one)
Poster
._)
Sequence of Single Pages
0 Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
&->
2. Which format is the hardest to use? (check one)
GZf Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
? Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
3. Which format do you feel most comfortable using? (check one)
Zl Poster
0 Sequence of Single Pages
3 Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
4. Which format do you feel least comfortable using? (check one)
\Z Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
? Barrel Fold
[71 Multi-Directional Fold
5. Which format makes the information about the sun most accessible? (check one)
H Poster
l/l Sequence of Single Pages
C Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
6. Which format makes the information about the sun least accessible? (check one)
30 Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
? Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
7. Now that you have looked at all four formats I'd like you to rank them. Put a number 1
next to the format you would like to use the most to learn about the sun, a number 2 next
to the one you would like to use second most and so forth.
01 Poster
\T\ Sequence of Single Pages
HI Barrel Fold
3 Multi-Directional Fold
Harley School Evaluation I te cl^j,
1. Which format is the easiest to use? (check one)
M Poster ^Q&1^
Sequence of Single Pages ^
? Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
2. Which format is the hardest to use? (check one)
? Poster i ^
V\C7N&
*? Sequence of Single Pages ^ '
,
* C\() { * Mw'H"
Barrel Fold -fTl ^ J ^
0 Multi-Directional Fold \q
*~
3. Which format do you feel most comfortable using? (check one)
H Poster
r I Sequence of Single Pages
'? Barrel Fold
1 I Multi-Directional Fold
4. Which format do you feel least comfortable using? (check one)
I I Poster
Sequence of Single Pages
Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
5. Which format makes the information about the sun most accessible? (check one)
Q PS,er -rtv W^lj*
_J
Sequence of Single Pages O^O , V"6^
II Barrel Fold ^ \?aJT
Z] Multi-Directional Fold
6. Which format makes the information about the sun least accessible? (check one)
Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
[3 Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
7. Now that you have looked at all four formats I'd like you to rank them. Put a number 1
next to the format you would like to use the most to learn about the sun, a number 2 next
to the one you would like to use second most and so forth.
.(H Poster
F5l Sequence of Single Pages
EH Barrel Fold
S Multi-Directional Fold
Harley School Evaluation
1. Which format is the easiest to use? (check one)
? Poster
H Sequence of Single Pages
? Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
2. Which format is the hardest to use? (check one)
0 Poster
I | Sequence of Single Pages
0 Barrel Fold
| Multi-Directional Fold
3. Which format do you feel most comfortable using? (check one)
0 Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
B Barrel Fold
0 Multi-Directional Fold
4. Which format do you feel least comfortable using? (check one)
B Poster
I | Sequence of Single Pages
0 Barrel Fold
L ! Multi-Directional Fold
5. Which format makes the information about the sun most accessible? (check one)
I Poster
Sequence of Single Pages
Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
6. Which format makes the information about the sun least accessible? (check one)
3 Poster
9 Sequence of Single Pages
Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
7. Now that you have looked at all four formats I'd like you to rank them. Put a number 1
next to the format you would like to use the most to learn about the sun, a number 2 next
to the one you would like to use second most and so forth.
0 Poster
0] Sequence of Single Pages
S Barrel Fold
[31 Multi-Directional Fold
Harley School Evaluation
* ^&
1. Which format is the easiest to use? (check one)
\M Poster
Sequence of Single Pages
S Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
2. Which format is the hardest to use? (check one)
OI Poster
Im Sequence of Single Pages
0 Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
3. Which format do you feel most comfortable using? (check one)
EZ Poster /tfAv^'.
0 Sequence of Single Pages v W*. ^:L^ ^c(<~ ^ ^fo\diy
0 Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
4. Which format do you feel least comfortable using? (check one)
SI Poster
[yf Sequence of Single Pages
0 Barrel Fold
Q Multi-Directional Fold
5. Which format makes the information about the sun most accessible? (check one)
Poster
I I Sequence of Single Pages
H Barrel Fold
I I Multi-Directional Fold
6. Which format makes the information about the sun least accessible? (check one)
^Poster
fM Sequence of Single Pages
? Barrel Fold
' 0 Multi-Directional Fold
7. Now that you have looked at all four formats I'd like you to rank them. Put a number 1
next to the format you would like to use the most to learn about the sun, a number 2 next
to the one you would like to use second most and so forth.
0 Poster
HI Sequence of Single Pages
0 Barrel Fold
53 Multi-Directional Fold 13
A-
. <: ^-(A r ^ !.,-, LT'^
Appendix 9 Evaluation Summary
9.1 Moderators Guide
9.2 Questionnaire
9.3 Summary of Responses
Harley School Evaluation
1. Which format is the easiest to use?
Poster
Sequence of Single Pages
Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
Group 1
4
3
Group 2
4
2
1
2. Which format is the hardest to use?
Poster
Sequence of Single Pages
Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
Group 1 Group 2
3 1
1
3
4 2
3. Which format do you feel most comfortable using?
Poster
Sequence of Single Pages
Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
Group 1
4
3
Group 2
4
1
2
4. Which format do you feel least comfortable using?
Poster
Sequence of Single Pages
Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
Group 1 Group 2
3
1
3
5. Which format makes the information about the sun most accessible?
Poster
Sequence of Single Pages
Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
Group 1
7
Group 2
6
6. Which format makes the information about the sun least accessible?
Poster
Sequence of Single Pages
Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
Group 1
3
Group 2
1
3
3
7. Now that you have looked at all four formats I'd like you to rank them. Put a number 1
next to the format you would like to use the most to learn about the sun, a number 2 next
to the one you would like to use second most and so forth.
Poster
Sequence of Single Pages
Barrel Fold
Multi-Directional Fold
Group 1 Group 2
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
4 6
7
3 1 2
5
Appendix 10 Bevier Gallery Exhibition
Panel 1:
Thesis Project Summary
Matrix
WtmalmUmm ~T -'l-.-;..'. T^T
: : ssssss.
| Ban
Panel 2:
Matrix
Formats
Poster
^FbeSan
C-^
v
Our Local Star
;\:<
Panel 3:
Poster
Panel 4:
Sequence of Single Pages
Panel 5:
Barrel Fold
The Sun
^:..y Ql~>|
EI |I
in
<aaa\
ga. \
Panel 6:
Multi-Directional Fold
Overview of Gallery Space
